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Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains forward-looking information related to the Company. These forwardlooking statements generally include statements that are predictive in nature and depend upon or
refer to future events or conditions, and include words such as “believes,” “plans,” “anticipates,”
“expects,” “intends,” “strategy,” “future,” “opportunity,” “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,”
“potential,” or similar expressions. All of the statements in this document, other than historical facts,
are forward-looking statements and are based on a number of assumptions that could ultimately
prove inaccurate and cause actual results to materially deviate from forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements in this document include, among other things, statements with respect
to Heska's future financial and operating results, future sales, sales split percentages, sales
geography percentages, market share, market size and growth, new product launches and
commercialization, and strategic goals; the anticipated benefits of the scil, Lacuna, BiEsseA, Biotech,
and VetZ acquisitions. Such statements are based on current expectations and are subject to a
number of risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, risks and uncertainties related to the
ability to achieve the anticipated benefits of recent acquisitions; supplier availability; competing
suppliers; any product's ability to performed and be recognized as anticipated, in particular when
such product is under development; Heska’s ability to sell and market its products in an economically
sustainable fashion, including related to varying customs, cultures, languages and sales cycles and
uncertainties with foreign political and economic climates; the Company’s ability to integrate the
acquired businesses within its existing operations; and new product development and release
schedules. Other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those matters
expressed in or implied by such forward-looking statements include, among others, risks and
uncertainties related to: the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business, results of operation
and financial condition; the success of third parties in marketing our products; our reliance on third
party suppliers and collaborative partners; our dependence on key personnel; our dependence upon
a number of significant customers; competitive conditions in our industry; our dependence on third
parties to successfully develop new products; our ability to market and sell our products successfully;
expansion of our international operations; the impact of regulation on our business; the success of
our acquisitions and other strategic development opportunities; our ability to develop, commercialize
and gain market acceptance of our products; cybersecurity incidents and related disruptions and our
ability to protect our stakeholders’ privacy; product returns or liabilities; volatility of our stock price;
and our ability to service our convertible notes and comply with their terms. Such factors are set
forth under “Risk Factors” in the Company’s most recent annual report on Form 10-K.
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Non-GAAP Financial Information
Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures. In addition to financial measures presented on
the basis of accounting principles generally accepted in the U.S. (“U.S. GAAP”), we also
present or reference certain non-GAAP measures. These measures should be viewed as
a supplement to (not substitute for) our results of operations presented under U.S.
GAAP. The non-GAAP financial measures presented may not be comparable to similarly
titled measures of other companies because they may not calculate their measures in
the same manner. A reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures and most directly
comparable GAAP financial measures are included in the Company’s recent earnings
releases. Our management has included these measures to assist in comparing
performance from period to period on a consistent basis. Constant currency is a nonGAAP measure utilized by Heska management to measure performance, excluding the
impact of translational movements, and is intended to be indicative of results in local
currency. As we operate in various foreign countries where the local currency may
strengthen or weaken significantly versus the U.S. dollar, we utilize a constant currency
measure as an additional metric to evaluate performance without consideration of
foreign currency movements. This information is non-GAAP and should be viewed as a
supplement to (not a substitute for) our reported results of operations under U.S.
GAAP. We calculate the impact of foreign exchange by translating our given period
local currency results throughout the year at the average exchange rates during the
respective prior year period. The result is the current period results in U.S. dollars, as if
foreign exchange rates had not changed from the prior year period.

Definitions and Other Information
Heska Corporation (“Heska” or “Company”), a leading global provider of advanced
veterinary diagnostic and specialty products, reports financial results in two segments
(North America and International). In this presentation, Point of Care is “POC”,
Pharmaceuticals, Vaccines and Diagnostics is “PVD”, Other Vaccines and
Pharmaceuticals is “OVP”, basis points is “bps”, year over year is “YOY”, total
addressable market is “TAM”, and compound annual growth rate is “CAGR”. Refer to
prior years Company filings with the SEC and the Company’s recent earnings releases
for more information.

Heska Corporate Overview

Headquarters: Loveland, Colorado, USA / Vernheim, Germany
-

NASDAQ Listed (1997, HSKA)
Over 700 Employees: ~400 North America, ~300 International
- Global team includes over 60 veterinarians
- Over 275 global customer-facing personnel

Core Business Lines:
-

Point of Care Laboratory and Rapids Diagnostics
Informatics (PACS and PIMS) and Point of Care Imaging
Central Reference Lab Services (Europe only)

2021 Consolidated Revenue: $253.7 Million
2022 Outlook Consolidated Revenue: $287 Million
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A Healthy End Market
1. Pets in Pet Families increasing globally beginning 2020:
- UK Total: +14% / Japan Total: +15% Germany Dog Adoptions: +20%
- 66% of US households have a pet “family member”
- 65% of 18-34 year olds plan to add a pet next 5 years, for a 14%
4
increase in pets by 2030.
2. US Pet Care expected to rise ≈8% CAGR through 2030
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3. 47% “Treat pet like my child”. 29% “Put pet’s needs above my own”.2
4. Solid payor and legal – regulatory environment
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Source: 1 Zirkle. AVMA Webinar Industry Trends April 2021 – Recap May 4, 2021. Veterinary Industry Tracker (powered by AVMA & VetSuccess).
2
Zirkle. AVMA Veterinary Business and Economic Forum (Gilmartin and Fraser – VetSuccess). Recap October 26, 2021. 3 Zirkle. AVMA Veterinary
Business and Economic Forum (Gilmartin and Fraser – VetSuccess). Recap November 30, 2021. 4 Wright. Morgan Stanley Research Note
November 18, 2021 “Animal Kingdom: Who Reigns Supreme?”. 5 Gutman. Morgan Stanley Research Note March 3, 2021 “Welcome to the
Petriarchy”. 6 Williams. Bloomberg opinion – January 9, 2022 citing Alphawise, Morgan Stanley - 2021 survey.
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1.
2.
3.

Point of Care Lab (Blood-Urine-Fecal-Rapids-Telemedicine)
Central Reference Lab Services
Informatics (PIMS-Data-AI-Cloud) & Imaging

Diagnostics Drives “Test & Treat”

Diagnostics Drives >25% of Care

Diagnostics Drives Rx & Therapy
5

Heska At a Glance
A Great Market

Decades of positive trends: Demographics, “Pet Families”, Regulatory, Growth, “Essential”

Right Capabilities

In the best (diagnostics) area of pet economy

Assembly Value

Full technology-services bundle stack, sales force, geographic reach, & long-term subscriptions

Exclusive Group

Heska is nearly alone with a first-class bundle for 6-year subscriptions:
(a) Full POC Lab for blood, urine, fecal, rapids, allergy, telemedicine and more
(b) Imaging – Informatics – PIMS – Cloud – Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning/Data
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Play to Win

R&D, business development, balance sheet, and exclusive assets to disrupt

Team & Record

Proven execution expanding Addressable Market, Sales, Margin, Scale, Profit Drivers, New Products Cycles

Company estimates and opinions.

A 15 Year Campaign in Three Acts. Top 2 in Global Core Competitions
Act One

Act Two.

Prove Healthy
Prove Relevance

Build Intrinsic Value
Build Revenue Growth

2013 to 2018
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Company estimates and opinions.

2018 to 2023

Act Three

2023 through 2028

Win at Scale
Win at Innovation

That’s a Wrap on Act Two: 2022 Outlook Revenue $287 Million
Act Two Builds the Act Three Engine while delivering ~20% CAGR1

Double Customers & Geography Served
•
•

New direct presence in Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Australia, Canada & More
Rollout of long-term subscription plan internationally

Double Product & Revenue Streams Served
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automated urine and fecal POC Lab (Element AIMTM)
Immunoassay Platform (Element i+®)
Rapid Assay Point of Care (TruRapidTM)
Telecytology Specialty Services (HeskaViewTM)
Reference Lab (begun) (BiessA, Italy)
Practice Software and Informatics (VetZ)
Cancer Platform (Heska NuQ® Cancer Screen)

Continue Core Base Business Growth
•
•
•
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Focus on POC Diagnostics, ending 2021 ~80% of total revenue
North America POC Lab Consumables four-year CAGR ~12%
Subscriber Net Market Share Gains

Company estimates and opinions. 1. Last 4 years- driven by organic and inorganic growth.

Full Portfolio Bundle

Recent Strategic Acquisitions & Corporate Development
Lacuna Diagnostics (February 2021)
Telemedicine Specialty Services

BiEsseA Laboratorio Veterinario (July 2021)
European Central Reference Laboratory Services

Biotech Laboratories (September 2021)
Single-Use Rapid Assay POC Diagnostics

VetZ GmbH (January 2022)
Leading European Practice Information Management
Software (PIMS) and Pet Portal Platform

Nu.Q® Cancer Screening Test (March 2022)
First-ever point of care cancer screen
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Company estimates and opinions.

Leading Point of Care & Informatics Full Portfolio “Complete Voice of the Pet”
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Element DCX™
Chemistry

Element DC5X™
Dry Chemistry

Element POC
Gas & E-M Lyte

Element COAG+™
Coagulation

PIMS
(Practice Software)

PACS Imaging
Management

Element RCX™
Rotor Chemistry

Pet Family
Cloud Portal

Element RC3X™
Rotor Chemistry

Veterinarian
Cloud Portal

Element i+®
Immunoassay

Element AIM®
Urine - Fecal

Element HT5
Hematology

Hospital
Digital X-Ray

Portable
Digital X-Ray

Digital
Ultrasound

HeskaView
Cloud™

HeskaView
Connect™

Allergy Diagnostic
Immunotherapy

Global #2 POC Lab and Imaging ≈ 14% to 35% Core Markets - Key Lines Share 1

02

United States
Canada
Mexico
Australia – New Zealand
Latin & South America
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1

Germany
France
Netherlands
Czech Republic
United Kingdom

Markets comprised of different key lines of products. Not all products are the same in all Core Markets. Calculations are company estimates.

Spain
Italy
Scandinavia
Poland
...and More

POC Lab Diagnostics Subscriptions:
North America and International

Minimum Contract Subscription Value ($MM)4
International
North America

$51.0

+11%
$56.4

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

1,239

1,665

1,950

2,175

2,376

2,980

3,717

2022E6
4,650

% Growth

69%

35%

17%

12%

9%

25%

25%

25%

Months Under Subscription

54,200

68,750

75,950

90,844

100,249

124,695

155,022

192,500

% Growth

--

27%

10%

20%

10%

24%

24%

24%

$38.0

$51.0

$56.4

$71.9

$101.6

$131.4

$176.6

$219.0

--

34%

11%

28%

41%

29%

34%

24%

Subscriptions

Minimum Contract Subscription Value

% Growth

~90%+ of North America POC Lab Consumables on Long-Term Subscription2,3,4
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+28%
$71.9

+41%
$101.6

+29%
$131.4

+34%

$38.0

1 CAGR

29

+34%
$176.6

1
R
G
% CA

+24%
$219.0

North America Subscriber Retention >95%

5

based on actual performance. Estimates not included. 2 Includes 2020 and 2021 Corporate Accounts estimates similar to individual accounts CSV. 3 As of December 31, 2021. Refer to Company’s
2021 Fourth Quarter and Full Year Earnings Release and Form 8-K for the period ended December 31, 2021. 4 Represents minimum contract subscription value / subscription months. 5 Represents the
percentage of subscription agreements retained. 6 2022 Total Outlook Minimum CSV of $219.0 million provided in the Company’s Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2021 Earnings Release on February 28,
2022. This estimate is a forward looking statement subject to numerous factors outlined in the Safe Harbor in this presentation and actual results may materially differ.

Heska’s Global Locations & Reach
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All Lanes of the Highway now Inside Heska.
Prior to 2022 Heska competed for only ≈50% of the full stack of offerings to
hospitals. Prior to 2021 Heska competed for only ≈50% of target geographies.

Now Heska will Compete in all Areas of Customer Demand.
1. POC Lab (Full Family) and Rapids (~55%)
2. Informatics – PIMS – Digital Imaging – (~20%)
3. Central Reference Laboratories (~25%)

Scale all 3 Lanes into North America, (all) Europe, AU-NZ
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Company estimates and opinions.

All Lanes of the Highway in Diagnostics & Geographies, now Inside Heska

Prior to 2022 Heska has competed for only ~50% of the full stack of offerings in any country

Point of Care
POC Lab &
Imaging

United States
Germany
France
Italy
Spain
Australia &
New Zealand

15

Rapids

Software &
Informatics

Reference
Lab

All Lanes of the Highway in Diagnostics & Geographies, now Inside Heska

Prior to 2022 Heska has competed for only ~50% of the full stack of offerings in any country

Point of Care
POC Lab &
Imaging

United States
Germany
France
Italy
Spain
Australia &
New Zealand
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Rapids

Software &
Informatics

Reference
Lab

All Lanes of the Highway in Diagnostics & Geographies, now Inside Heska

Prior to 2022 Heska has competed for only ~50% of the full stack of offerings in any country

Point of Care
POC Lab &
Imaging

United States
Germany
France
Italy
Spain
Australia &
New Zealand
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Rapids

Software &
Informatics

Reference
Lab
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A 15 Year Campaign in Three Acts. Top 2 in Global Core Competitions
Act One

Act Two.

Prove Healthy
Prove Relevance

Build Intrinsic Value
Build Revenue Growth

2013 to 2018
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Company estimates and opinions.

2018 to 2023

Act Three

2023 to 2028

Win at Scale
Win at Innovation

Expanding Total Addressable Market: Innovation
Urine – Fecal AI Microscopy Solution TAM1 ≈$500MM

•

Exclusive All-in-One Platform

•

Exclusive Closed Consumable-Instrument Design

•

Largest Sample Sizes

•

Best Detail - Computerized Matrix of 400+
Frames per Run

•

Best Quality - Superior Light and Optics Chain
(above & below)

•

Artificial Intelligence- Machine Learning identifies
objects of clinical interest… some that users may
not even be looking for

Built for Veterinarians to AI automate
millions of in-clinic procedures
currently done at point of care.
1
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TAM is an estimation based on many factors and considerations and supported by verified data.
All statements about Element AIM are forward-looking statements. Statements regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.

“Heska’s Element AIM Automated AI Microscopy
Analyzer brings the technology that our industry
currently needs. With industry staff shortages, being
able to handle an increased patient volume and
providing the highest standard of care is crucial. As a
24-hour practice, the Element AIM, in addition with
our current Heska lab solutions, aids our staff with
exceptional patient performance. We are increasing
our efficiency to provide top-quality patient care in a
short, allocated amount of time. Our Element AIM is
utilized for every applicable wellness, ailment and
emergency case. The AI diagnosis and image quality
exceeds our expectations being just as crisp as a
well-tuned microscope. This analyzer is an absolute
asset to our practice.”
Carlo Riolo, DVM, CEO PAW Health Network, Inc.
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Note: All statements about Element AIM are forward-looking statements. Statements
regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.

“Heska’s Element AIM Automated Artificial
Intelligence Microscopy analyzer has been
an exceptional addition to our in-clinic lab
setting. The Element AIM’s urinalysis results
are more reliable than our previous
machine, giving us confidence in the results.
In comparison to other veterinary lab
instruments, Heska’s lab solutions produce
reliable and accurate results in the shortest
amount of time. They are the most cost
effective for us and our clients.”
Shara Carlton, DVM, Chief of Medicine
and Tristan Young, COO OKC Vet Campus
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Note: All statements about Element AIM are forward-looking statements. Statements
regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.

“Having Heska’s Element AIM Automated
Artificial Intelligence Microscopy in our lab
saves our technicians’ time by providing us
with detailed images of the patient’s fecal
sample. The clear images allow clients to
have a better understanding of parasites
and other abnormalities during discussions.”
Elizabeth Neill,
CVT Colorado On-Site Veterinary Services
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Note: All statements about Element AIM are forward-looking statements. Statements
regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.

Expanding Total Addressable Market: Innovation
Urine – Fecal AI Microscopy Solution TAM1 ≈$500MM

•

Exclusive All-in-One Platform

•

Exclusive Closed Consumable-Instrument Design

•

Largest Sample Sizes

•

Best Detail - Computerized Matrix of 400+
Frames per Run

•

Best Quality - Superior Light and Optics Chain
(above & below)

•

Artificial Intelligence- Machine Learning identifies
objects of clinical interest… some that users may
not even be looking for

Built for Veterinarians to AI automate
millions of in-clinic procedures
currently done at point of care.
1
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TAM is an estimation based on many factors and considerations and supported by verified data.
All statements about Element AIM are forward-looking statements. Statements regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.

Competitive Feature Comparison
Heska Element AIMTM

IDEXX Sedivue DX®

Zoetis VetScan SA®

Zoetis VetScan Imagyst®

Urine Sediment Analysis

✓

✓

✓

✗

Fecal Float Analysis

✓

✗

✗

✓

AI Technology

✓

✓

✗

✓

Closed System

✓

✗

✗

✗

Images per Run

400+

70

96

Variable

Urine

0.5 mL

< 0.2 mL

0.65 mL

✗

Fecal

2g

✗

✗

1g

Functionality

Sample Size

Convenience
Cartridge
Fecal Pump

Cartridge
Pipette tips
Syringe tips
Bacteria confirmation kit
Controls
Cleaning supplies

Reagent kit
Cleaner kit
Control kit

Slide template
Collection tube
Glardia Kit
Sample scoop tube
Transfer loop
Glass slide
Imagyst cover slip

None

Required monthly
cleaning of internal
analyzer components

Weekly reagent cleaning
cycle
Empty waste container,
clean fan filter as needed

Clean as needed

Consumables
Comparison based on Heska Element
AIM, IDEXX Sedivue Dx, Zoetis VetScan
SA and VetScan Imagyst. Specifications
from publicly available information
gathered in good faith by the Company.
Specifications and comparison subject
to change. Consult original
manufacturer for specifications and
perspective on comparisons
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Maintenance

Note: All statements about Element AIM are forward-looking statements. Statements regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.

Digital telecytology consultations with board-certified
clinical pathologists across the globe… in minutes.
•

20 Board-certified clinical pathologists

•

Comprehensive reports in minutes

•

24/7/365 service and real-time chat support

•

Diagnose difficult, time-consuming cases- better outcomes

•

Affordable

•

Supports Ultrasound as next step for fine needle aspirates

•

Supports Hematology as next step

•

Supports Cancer Screen and Tests as next step

Here’s what is possible with HeskaView Telecytology…
CBC Pathology Review
Dermal & Subcutaneous Masses
Lymph Nodes
Body Cavity Effusions
Joint Taps
Oral & Nasal Masses
Abdominal Organs & Masses
27

Thoracic Organs & Masses
BAL/TTW
Urogenital Cytology
Vaginal Cytology
Bone Lesions
Bone Marrow Cytology
CSF Cytology
and more…
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Heska Nu.Q® First Ever Point of Care Vet Cancer Screen
Significant Global Addressable Market

Transformative, Low-Cost, Non-Invasive, and
Easy-to-Use Screen for Companion Animals

Excellent scientific
basis, data, and peer
review from leading
research institutions
(Texas A&M)

Affordable and widely
available- point of
care convenience,
accuracy, and time to
result (minutes)

~$1+ Billion Market
Opportunity for
Heska1

1
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Wellness menu,
screening, and
monitoring
applications

Instrument placement
driver for Heska

Market opportunity is an estimation and includes cancer screening and monitoring for canines and felines.
All statements about Nu.Q are forward-looking statements. Statements regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.

Small blood draw,
room temperature,
easy preparation

Adjacent possible
menu combinations
for panels utilization:
(Heartworm, Lyme,
Thyroid, CRP…)

Introducing the latest point-of-care infectious disease test for the busy practice
Annual TAM1 > ~$500MM Market

Accurate. Reliable. Speed. Convenience.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

TAM is an estimation based on many factors and considerations and supported by verified data.
Combined tests will also be developed as individual, separate tests.
All statements about truRapid products are forward-looking statements. Statements regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.
2
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18-month shelf life
Room temperature storage
(no refrigeration needed)
Single, easy-to-use cassettes
(with no need to snap)
10 minutes to results
Great value and performance
Anti-coagulated whole blood, serum, or plasma
Excellent specificity and sensitivity
Direct and third-party
Heska will target its general market share in
each geography
Main regulatory “needs” hurdled (rolling
schedule of approvals expected - USDA)

Introducing the latest point-of-care infectious disease test for the busy practice
Annual TAM1 > ~$500MM Market

Upcoming trῡRapid Tests (abbreviated)
trῡRapid FIV/FeLV
Feline Leukemia Virus Antigen Feline Immunodeficiency Virus Antibody

trῡRapid FOUR2

Heartworm Antigen - Anaplasma - Borrelia
Burgdorferi - Ehrlichia Antibody

trῡRapid Parvovirus, Giardia, Coronavirus
Canine Parvovirus, Giardia, and Canine
Coronavirus Antigen

trῡRapid Distemper

Canine Distemper Virus Antigen

trῡRapid Leishmania

Canine Leishmania Antibody

trῡRapid Leptospirosis

Canine Leptospirosis Antibody

1

TAM is an estimation based on many factors and considerations and supported by verified data.
Combined tests will also be developed as individual, separate tests.
All statements about truRapid products are forward-looking statements. Statements regarding development activities are not certain and cannot be guaranteed.
2
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The Most Powerful Software Solutions in
the Pet Healthcare World
Oskar
•

•
•

Founded 1997- Issernhagen, Germany (Hannover)
• 85 Team
• Multi-languages Products & 24/7 Support
• Over 3,400 PIMS practices
Over 30% Germany Share (higher in large practices)
Annual Users Conference of ≈1,000 attendees

Ingo

Thomas
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Most Powerful

Clinical – Scheduling – Business – Analytics

Extensive business logic of all aspects of clinical and business needs in veterinary facilities.
No PIMS in the world is as Powerful.
33

Point of Care and Reference Lab Reporting
and Trending and Data Archive
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Most Advanced

PACS-RIS-DICOM-Video all Modalities with Full Planning Tools

Fully integrated imaging for all modalities, with multi-planar and full surgery planning support
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Cloud Properties Connect Veterinarians,
Pet Owners, and Industry

With the Veterinarian at the Center of pet healthcare

36

Pet Owner Mobile Application

Medical Records, Communications, Scheduling & More
• Over 100,000 pets registered through 480 practices
during initial launch
• Mobile App and Website in multiple languages
• Extensive roadmap & monetization strategy
• Reports & Medical Records (including images and lab)
• Finder and Scheduler with Self-Check-in and QR Codes
& Specialty Referral Assist
• Invoices, Statements, Payments, Insurance Processing
• Digital Vaccination Certificates & Public Health
Communications and Certificates
• Digital Therapy and Medications Compliance Engine
• Extensive Knowledge Base and More than 600 Articles
(search and auto-link)
• Bonded with the Veterinarian – Private Brand, Boarding
& Grooming Engagement, Social Media
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At the Center of it All

Bi-Directional Industry to Veterinarian Data and Linkages

• Over 91 Companies, in 8 languages, connecting with over 11,000 practices
• Relied upon by Reference Lab, Insurance, Pay Processor, Point of Care, Ortho Planning,
Pharmaceuticals, Wholesaler, Public Health, and More providers for linkages with practices.
• Service requests and reports downloads, including laboratory (POC & reference) to top Labs
• Contracts with pharmaceuticals and leading insurance companies (insurance manager)
• Organizations for hereditary disease and public health
• Analytics for consolidated data reporting (corporate groups and other)
• Home of MayBase product catalogue and ordering platform- real time price engine.
• Communications direct engine middleware for SMS, email, other data sharing
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Winning at Innovation and Winning at Scale
Veterinarians at the Center of pet healthcare

• Global upgrade cycle to platform independent cloud
solutions over next 3-5 years
• Predictive medicine, self-learning, automation – decisions
from suggestions
• Lowest switching costs- no frictions in conversion, setup,
configuration, hardware
• Rentable in whole or in modules atop legacy systems
• Fully powered with the entire capability and business logic
of VetZ ecosystem
• Data analytics and group hospitals centralized, real-time
analytics
• The best, most tightly integrated support for upcoming
Heska innovations
39

Consolidated Revenue Growth Since 2013
$ in millions

Act 1
$300

Act 2

Projected
Actual

16

GR
% CA

1

2022 Outlook
$2871,2
$254

$197
$200
$130
$100

$78

$90

$127

$123

$105

+ 20

%

R
CAG

1,

2

13% CAGR
1

$0
2013
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$129

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Source: Company SEC filings. 1 CAGR based on actual performance. Estimates not included. 2 Projected 2022 Consolidated
Revenue included represents the low-end of an estimation using the range of the 2022 Outlook Consolidated Revenue
included in this presentation. This estimate is a forward-looking statement subject to numerous factors outlined in the Safe
Harbor in this presentation and actual results may materially differ.

2021

2022E

Transitioning to Act 3: Win at Scale, Win at Innovation
$ in millions

+~17% CAGR

~ 100

~ 30 - 50

~ 30 - 50

~ 50

~100
~ 60 - 80
254

2021 Revenue Base Business
Growth
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Element AIM

Cancer/Annual
Screens

Rapid Tests

PIMS/Data
Informatics

Refer to the Company’s Earnings Release and Form 8-K for the Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2021 and the First Quarter 2022 for the periods ended
December 31, 2021 and March 31, 2022 respectively, and other SEC filings for additional information.

Reference Labs

End of Act 3
Revenue

Transitioning to Act 3: Drivers of Near-Term Growth – Revenue
$ in millions

Reported1

Multi Year Outlook

2021

2022

2023

2024

$253.7

$287

$320 - $340

$380 - $400

POC Lab

$147.9

$170 - $180

+$210

+$265

POC Imaging & Informatics

$58.0

$65 - $75

+$75

+$80

Consolidated Margin

41.7%

~43%

44% - 46%

46% - 48%

Adjusted EBITDA Margin2

11.7%

10%+

14%+

16%+

Consolidated Revenue

• Top line double digit revenue growth for the next three years:
•
•

13% in 2022 reported, ~15% constant currency
15% - 18% in 2023 and 2024 (based on YOY midpoint of ranges)

• Key Drivers:
•
•
•
•
•
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Global base consumable growth of ~10% YOY (excludes eAim and Rapids)
eAim placements of +500 units each year, compounding effect of placements on consumables
Commercial launch of expanded annual screens, including cancer, in 2023
Full year commercial launch of rapid tests in 2023 and 2024
Acquired PIMS market presence in 2022, add on capability and cloud conversion growth opportunity in future years

Multi Year Outlook are forward looking statements. Foreign currency exchange rate assumptions are (in U.S. dollars): Euro $1.11 and Canadian dollar $0.80.
1 As reported in our Form 10-K and Form 8-K for the year ending December 31, 2021, 2 Excludes estimates for taxes, interest, depreciation and amortization, purchase accounting, acquisition and other onetime costs, and stock-based compensation. Heska is unable to provide a reconciliation of the non-GAAP guidance measure to the corresponding GAAP measure on a forward-looking basis without
unreasonable effort due to the high variability and low visibility of most of the excluded items. Material changes to any one of these items could have a significant impact on future GAAP results. Heska
believes the non-GAAP presentation is more in-line with future ongoing operating performance.

Illustration of Gross Margin Effects for Element AIMTM Placements
$ in millions

47%
41%

25

19
30%
13

15
9

3

10

10

10

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Total Gross Margin
POC Lab Consumables Revenue
43

POC Lab Instr & Other Revenue

If low margin instrument
placements remain
constant through periods,
higher margin consumables
are anticipated to grow to
overcome estimated gross
margin dampening effect.

The illustration reflects placement of 500 Element AIM units
annually; 1,500 cumulative units by Year 3.
Numbers are hypothetical and are for illustrative purposes only.

Transitioning to Act 3: Drivers of Near-Term Growth – Revenue
$ in millions

Reported1

Multi Year Outlook

2021

2022

2023

2024

$253.7

$287

$320 - $340

$380 - $400

POC Lab

$147.9

$170 - $180

+$210

+$265

POC Imaging & Informatics

$58.0

$65 - $75

+$75

+$80

Consolidated Margin

41.7%

~43%

44% - 46%

46% - 48%

Adjusted EBITDA Margin2

11.7%

10%+

14%+

16%+

Consolidated Revenue

• Top line double digit revenue growth for the next three years:
•
•

13% in 2022 reported, ~15% constant currency
15% - 18% in 2023 and 2024 (based on YOY midpoint of ranges)

• Key Drivers:
•
•
•
•
•
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Global base consumable growth of ~10% YOY (excludes eAim and Rapids)
eAim placements of +500 units each year, compounding effect of placements on consumables
Commercial launch of expanded annual screens, including cancer, in 2023
Full year commercial launch of rapid tests in 2023 and 2024
Acquired PIMS market presence in 2022, add on capability and cloud conversion growth opportunity in future years

Multi Year Outlook are forward looking statements. Foreign currency exchange rate assumptions are (in U.S. dollars): Euro $1.11 and Canadian dollar $0.80.
1 As reported in our Form 10-K and Form 8-K for the year ending December 31, 2021, 2 Excludes estimates for taxes, interest, depreciation and amortization, purchase accounting, acquisition and other onetime costs, and stock-based compensation. Heska is unable to provide a reconciliation of the non-GAAP guidance measure to the corresponding GAAP measure on a forward-looking basis without
unreasonable effort due to the high variability and low visibility of most of the excluded items. Material changes to any one of these items could have a significant impact on future GAAP results. Heska
believes the non-GAAP presentation is more in-line with future ongoing operating performance.

Transitioning to Act 3: Drivers of Near-Term Growth – Profit
$ in millions

Reported1

Multi Year Outlook

2021

2022

2023

2024

$253.7

$287

$320 - $340

$380 - $400

POC Lab

$147.9

$170 - $180

+$210

+$265

POC Imaging & Informatics

$58.0

$65 - $75

+$75

+$80

Consolidated Margin

41.7%

~43%

44% - 46%

46% - 48%

Adjusted EBITDA Margin2

11.7%

10%+

14%+

16%+

Consolidated Revenue

• Gross Margin expansion ~100-200 bps YOY:
•
•
•

Growth of key recurring base consumable revenue as a greater percentage of total revenue
Accumulation of newly launched products (element Aim consumables, Rapids, annual screens)
Expansion of PIMS and other software-related service revenue

• Adjusted EBITDA Margin Expansion:
•
•
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2022 includes products, processes, technologies and talent investment
2023 & 2024 growth drivers - gross margin improvement and leveraging of operating investments from 2022

Multi Year Outlook are forward looking statements. Foreign currency exchange rate assumptions are (in U.S. dollars): Euro $1.11 and Canadian dollar $0.80.
1 As reported in our Form 10-K and Form 8-K for the year ending December 31, 2021, 2 Excludes estimates for taxes, interest, depreciation and amortization, purchase accounting, acquisition and other onetime costs, and stock-based compensation. Heska is unable to provide a reconciliation of the non-GAAP guidance measure to the corresponding GAAP measure on a forward-looking basis without
unreasonable effort due to the high variability and low visibility of most of the excluded items. Material changes to any one of these items could have a significant impact on future GAAP results. Heska
believes the non-GAAP presentation is more in-line with future ongoing operating performance.
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Act 3: Favorable Liquidity

• Strong Balance Sheet with long term health while growing rapidly
• Successfully raised over $375 million over the last three years and
deployed over $225 million in strategic acquisitions and partnerships
• Continued investment in new product offerings
• Remain active with ≈$170 million in growth capital in M&A and
opportunities for our core strategy
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HESKA CORPORATION
Investor Day
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Appendix

North America POC Lab Consumables Revenue Growth Since 2017
$ in millions
$50.0

$72.0

16% CAGR

$40.0
$30.0
$20.0
$10.0

$9.9

$9.8

$60.00

$44.8

$39.2

$9.3

$70.00

$59.2

$53.6

$10.2 $10.8 $11.5 $11.6 $10.8

$80.00

$50.00

$14.0 $14.0 $14.2 $13.5
$12.3 $13.2

$16.1 $16.0 $17.0

$19.3

$40.00
$17.7 $18.1

$30.00
$20.00
$10.00

$-

$Q1

Q2

Q3

2017

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2018

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

2019

Source: Company SEC filings and derived from Company SEC filings. Full Year Revenue CAGR based on actual performance.
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Q3

2020

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2021

Q4

Heska Vaccines and Pharmaceuticals Manufacturing
Diamond Animal Health

Facilities: Des Moines, Iowa, USA
•
•
•
•
•
•

Founded 1952, Purchased by Heska April 1996
34 Acres
175,000 SQ FT Manufacturing, Testing and Distribution
USDA, FDA and DEA Registered Facility
Research Farm (168 Acres)
Personnel: 110 dedicated professionals

Capabilities:
•
•
•
•

Biologicals Manufacturing
Pharmaceuticals Manufacturing
Research & Development
Regulatory & Licensing

2021 Revenue: Approximately $25 Million
•
•
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~43% Biologicals
~45% Pharmaceuticals

